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T  he graphics and capabilities of large all-in-one computers and dual monitors are amazing. 
However, such technology takes up valuable desk space and makes communicating with students 
difficult. Wouldn’t it be wonderful if you could make the large screens disappear when you really 
need to get the classroom’s attention? With Spectrum’s Flex InSight Extreme Monitor System 
Desks, you can change from computer instruction to traditional instruction in seconds.

With classroom space at a premium, doesn’t it make sense to get the most out of technology by 
being able to transform a computer lab into a study or lecture room? Now it can be done with 
Spectrum Flex InSight Extreme Monitor System Desks.
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Flex InSight 
Xtreme-Monitor System 

all-in-one computer workstation
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For all the latest product information 
please go to www.spectrumfurniture.com

(800) 235 - 1262 
(715) 723 - 6750

Dimensions: (height is to worksurface) 
Overall (36" workstation): 
36"W x 30"D x 29"H
(Optional Bell Glide Kit adds 1" 
to worksurface height.)

Complete specs on our site 
www.spectrumfurniture.com

To ensure proper clearance, 
check dimensions of monitor 
intended for use in this desk, 
with and without the base

Flex InSight Xtreme-Monitor System
all-in-one computer workstations

Advantages:
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Product Information: 

Standard color combinations:

FMB

p Classroom flexibility, reconfigure any room from a lecture hall to a computer 
    training lab in seconds
p Large storage compartment for all-in-one computer/monitor systems
p Vertical lift of monitor to eye level above desk provides ergonomic viewing angle 
    to prevent user fatigue
p Enhanced ball bearing rail lift column design provides smooth operation
p Lift column is designed to manage iMac computers up to 32 lbs
p Monitor compartment lid protects and secures the all-in-one computer/monitor
p Monitors compartment is designed so that monitors stay inside compartment width 
    when raising and lowering to prevent damage from occuring
p Friction dampener on monitor lid provides support and dampening, to slow 
    the lowering of the lid, keeping hands and fingers safe
p Superior adjustable height, VESA compliant mounting system included
p Cord management conveniently keeps computer wires and cables out of the way
p Large, 4” side-panel cord management grommets create a continuous cord channel 
    when desks are placed side-by-side
p Wire loom protects wires and cables
p Removable rear security panel provides security and easy accessibility
p Ergonomic, bullnose front edge is easy on wrists
p All wires are protected from student access by an 
    enclosed metal compartment to prevent tampering
p Built in tie downs in wiring tray secure power cables and wires
p Only 36” wide and holds all-in-one computers including the 27” iMac®

p Warranted to be free of all defects in materials and workmanship for 10 years, 
    1-year on pneumatic lift cylinder and electrical components

38961 FMB 
36" Flex InSight Desk Exclusive VESA 
compliant monitor mount provides pan 
and tilt for optimal viewing angles

38961 FMB
36" Flex InSight Desk
ADA compliant knee space is 
30”W x 19”D x 28”H

38961 FMB

38961    - with out lock
38963  - with locking door

WFCW

ICW

99023 6-Outlet Power Strip or
99024 7-Outlet Power Strip
Power Strips are UL-listed and 
protect with a 15-amp cicuit 
breaker.

98513 1" Bell Glide 
Riser Kit
This Bell glide raises 
the work surface 
height from 29" to 
30" and comes as a 
set of four

Useful Options: 

Note:
Customers must purchase the "Apple 
VESA mount adapter" for 21" or 27" iMac's 
to work on this desk. The adapter kit is 
available from Apple.

38965  -  Monitor Counter 
Balance Kit 
This kit allows customers 
to balance monitors by 
adding or removing weight 
to allow proper lift tension 
based on monitor weight
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